Appendix I
Biography of Nicola Yoon
Nicola Yoon was born in 1972 in Jamaica, Brooklyn, New York City.
Nicola Yoon is a famous writer in New York, all of his works are very popular
with young people. Nicola Yoon since she was 8 years old has had a hobby of
writing. In addition to his hobby of writing, he also has a hobby of playing
uncharted video games. When high school he changed he preferred math. In
college, he majored in Electrical Engineering. Unfortunately, it didn't take long
for Nicola Yoon who majored in Electrical Techno, actually returned to hone his
hobby first, that he started joining creative writing classes. Right at Emerson
College school, he got his M.F.A.
Nicola Yoon started writing on May 22, 2015, when she attended
Cornell even though she majored in Electrical Engineering at the college. Then
before becoming a writer, Nicola Yoon also worked as a financial data
programmer for an investment company for several years. Then he went on to
work in electrical engineering at the Wall Street company. Nicola Yoon returned
to continue her hobby, she applied for a job at her former school, Emerson
College, and joined the creative writing program class. He worked there long
enough until he got a contract for his first book.
Currently, Nicola Yoon lives in Los Angeles California with her family.
David Yoon's husband, Nicola Yoon, was the seed of the idea of   making a
masterpiece out of writing it. With the support of her husband, Nicola Yoon, she
was able to release her first book entitled Everything, Everything in 2015. The
book Everything, Everything was finally made into a film. The Everything,
Everything film stars Amandla Stenberg and other actors. There are several
other written works, entitled The Sun Is Also Star, which was released in 2016
The book Everything, Everything is inspired by the real-life that Nicola
Yoon has experienced, since being blessed with her first daughter. As a new
mother, she is very nervous about the situation. She was worried about the things
that would happen to her child who was only four months old such as food
intake, catch a cold, what if her child suddenly crawled out of the door of the
house. So that Nicola Yoon arises a sense of protection towards her child.

Appendix II
Synopsis
Everything, Everything
Madeline Whittier a girl who suffers from a rare disease, namely Severe
Combined Immunodeficiency (SCID) or Combined Immune Deficiency. SCID
is a genetic disorder that causes a major part of the artificial immune system to
be paralyzed, the sufferer is very susceptible to infectious diseases. Anything can
trigger her body to become sick, among others, from perfume, cleaning fluids, or
food spices that are eaten, the essence of which is that Madeline is allergic to the
world.
For seventeen years Madeline never left her home. She only knows her
mother who is also a personal doctor and nurse Carla who has been taking care
of her since she was a child. Madeline’s father and brother had died when she
was a baby in an accident, only Madeline and her mother survived the incident.
Since then her mother has become very protective of Madeline. Madeline’s
health is checked regularly, there are special hourly records regarding her health
development. Her mother always made sure that Madeline’s health was always
stable. Everything that will be touched and consumed by Madeline must be
sterilized beforehand, even in the house there is a device to sterilize the air
circulation. Even though she never leaves the house, Madeline has the same
activities as the other girls, such as reading books, playing Pictionary (guess the
word), homeschooling, online learning with the occasional tutor visiting
Madeline at her home. Madeline’s favorite reads are Daniel Keyes’s Flower for
Algernon and Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s The Little Prince.
Madeline’s life slowly changed after the arrival of a new family who
moved next door. The family consist of a father, mother, and two children a
young man named Olly and younger sister named Kara. Secretly, Madeline
watched Olly from behind the window of her room which directly faced her
house. The interaction between the two, initially only through the window by
writing words on each glass. A few days later, the two of them began to dare to
communicate via email. Telling anything, playing guessing words, even playing
question and answers. The communicate was done quietly, secretly opening
emails at night, quietly chatting in front of the window.

One day, Olly and her sister Kara came to Madeline’s house with the
cake her mother had made. A cake that Olly thinks is not suitable for humans to
eat because of its hard texture. The visit was used by Olly so that she could meet
Madeline in person, but her mother strictly forbade Madeline to cross the air
sterilization room.
Until one day Madeline told her nurse that she liked the next-door
neighbor named Olly and asked her nurse to let Olly meet her in the house.
Without the knowledge to her mother, Carla brought Madeline and Olly into her
house, on the condition that they could not touch, had to be about one meter
apart, and undergo disinfection to ensure she was sterile before the meeting.
From these meetings, the seeds of love grew in their hearts. Madeline takes risks
by having a relationship with someone, while she lives an abnormal life like any
girl in general, her illness has kept her locked up in the house all her life.
Because of the love she has, Madeline dares to leave the house and
breathe free air. Together with Olly, she ventured to go to the place she really
wanted to visit, namely Hawaii. For the first time, Madeline was driving, kissing
the air, boarding a plane, and enjoying the beautiful Hawaiian beaches with her
loved ones without her mother knowing, of course. Madeline ran away from
home, she felt depressed about her illness because her mother kept forbidding
her such and such.
Madeline’s desperate actions initially disapproved of Olly, who has very
worried about her health, but Madeline lied by saying that she was taking
medication to survive outside the home. Madeline who has been violating all the
rules and regulation of her own health for seventeen years has been on her way.
However, everything feels odd. Madeline did not feel any pain and even her
body condition was relatively stable. Either this is the power of love or there are
other factors.
After returning from Hawaii, she approached his nurse to stay for a few
days to avoid his mother. Thanks to meeting, Madeline learns that Carla has
been fired by her mother because she couldn’t keep herself from Olly. Thanks to
that meeting too, Madeline shared that she was fine while in Hawaii, even
though she did not take any medicines. Starting from here everything opens,
Carla tells everything about Madeline, about Madeline’s mother. Her mother,
who was too depressed from being abandoned by the people she loved in one

day. Caused her to no longer want to be abandoned by the only person she had
Madeline. Including making lies that caused Madeline tormented for seventeen
years of her life.

